OSA & MARTIN JOHNSON FOOTAGE IN THE SHERMAN GRINBERG
COLLECTION AT THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

If a title is assigned two or more shelflist numbers (e.g. FEC 2982 & FEC 2984), this in most cases does not indicate a multi-reel film, but rather copies preserved from different nitrate elements which may or may not vary in content. Multi-reel films are represented by call numbers, such as FEC 3241-3246. These films are available for viewing by advance appointment in the Motion Picture and Television Reading Room.

ACROSS THE WORLD (FEC 2941)

AERIAL FOOTAGE : ELEPHANTS IN SWAMP; KILIMANJARO; EAST AFRICA (FEC 2918)

AERIAL FOOTAGE OF NORTHERN KENYA LANDSCAPES (FEC 2982 & FEC 2984)

AERIAL MOTION PICTURES OF NAIROBI (FEC 2866 & FEC 3177)

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY : EGYPT'S MONUMENTS & NILE RIVER (FEC 2917)

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY OF ELEPHANT HERDS [KENYA] (FEC 2978 & 2979)

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY OF NEW YORK CITY (1930'S) AND CHANUTE, KANSAS (FEC 2951)

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY OVER KIKUYU COUNTRY (FEC 4223 & 4224)

AFRICAN CAMERA ASSISTANT OPERATING MOVIE CAMERA (FEC 2916)

AFRICAN CHILDREN AND WOMEN (FEC 2511 & FEC 2705)

AFRICAN CHILDREN; FOREST ELEPHANTS; BABY ELEPHANT (FEC 2704)

AFRICAN PARADISE (FCB 4362-4363 & FCB 4364-4365))

AFRICAN RIVER SCENES [NILE] (FEC 3032)

AFRICAN RIVER STEAMER (FEC 2490)

AMERICAN BOY SCOUTS IN AFRICA / OSA WITH CHEETAH CUBS (FEC 2920 & FEC 4640)
BABOONA, AN AERIAL EPIC OVER AFRICA (FEC 4641 & FEC 6136 & FEC 6137 & FEC 6154 & FEC 6155)

BORNEO (FGE 9255-9258 & FGE 9263-9266 & FEC 6142 - reel 10 only)

BORNEO ORANGUTAN (FEC 3030)

BORNEO RIVER SCENES (FEC 3038)

BORNEO’S FEELI PEOPLE: BLOWGUN DEMO & KENYAN WELLS (FEC 2724 & 2725)

CAMEL SAFARI CARAVAN / RHINO CHARGE (FEC 2931 & FEC 2935)

CAMEL SAFARI; GEORGE EASTMAN ON SAFARI (FEC 2915 & FEC 2922)

CAMEL SAFARI IN KENYA’S NORTHERN FRONTIER (FEC 2510 & FEC 2740)

CARL AKELEY’S GRAVE ON MT. MIKENO AND KENYA’S NFD (FEC 2707)

CONGORILLA: UNUSED FOOTAGE (FEC 2748)

CROCODILE / OSA AT SAFARI CAMP (FEC 3034)

THE DUKE AND DUCHESS OF YORK VISIT MOMBASA (FEC 4218 & FEC 4219 & fec 4220)

EAST AFRICAN LAKE AND RIVER FREIGHTER (FEC 2507 & FEC 2508 & FEC 2699 & FEC 2700)

EAST AFRICAN RIVER STEAMER (FEC 2929)

ELEPHANT CHARGE SCENE FROM "SIMBA" (FEC 3058)

ELEPHANT SCENES FROM SIMBA (FEC 3039)

ELEPHANTS / AERIAL OF ELEPHANT HERD (LORIAN SWAMP, KENYA) (FEC 2914)

ELEPHANTS, GIRAFFES, AND RHINOS (FEC 3111)

ELEPHANTS OF KENYA’S NORTH COUNTRY (FEC 2930 & FEC 2975)

EUROPEAN MAN HUNTING RHINO / OSA FACING DOWN A RHINO (FEC 2976 & FEC
FISHING FROM SIKORSKY PLANE / OSA WITH BABY ELEPHANT (FEC 2939 & FEC 2962)

FLAMINGOS, ELEPHANT, OSTRICH CHICKS (FEB 9985 & FEC 3030)

FLYING OVER KENYA AND EGYPT (FEC 2786)

FLYING SAFARI (AFRICA) / SUEZ CANAL (FEC 2934)

FLYING SAFARI FOOTAGE (AFRICA) (FEC 2913)

FLYING SAFARI FOOTAGE; MT.KENYA; KIKUYU HUTS (FEC 3101)

FLYING SAFARI FOOTAGE / WILDEBEEEST MIGRATIONS (FEC 9731)

FLYING SAFARI OVER ATHI PLAINS (FEC 2923)

FOREST ELEPHANTS AND BABY ELEPHANTS (FEC 2912)

FOREST ELEPHANTS / HIPPOS IN RIVER (FEC 2985)

FOREST ELEPHANTS OF ITURI FOREST (FEC 2990)

FOREST ELEPHANTS; SIKORSKY IN FLIGHT AND PYGMIES DANCING (FEC 2509 & FEC 2719)

IVORY TUSK STOCKPILING; PYGMY AND KAMBE DANCING (FEC 2869 & FEC 2870 & FEC 2871 & FEC 4211 & FEC 4212)

JOHNSON CAMERA SAFARI TRUCKS ON SHIP (FEC 3108 & FEC 3192)

JOHNSON SAFARI CAMEL CARAVAN IN KENYA'S NORTHERN FRONTIER (FEC 2926)

JOHNSON SAFARI THROUGH KENYA'S NORTHERN FRONTIER (FEC 4205)

JOHNSONS LOADING THEIR PETS INTO SIKORSKY PLANE [KENYA] (FEC 2927)

JOHNSON'S NAIROBI HOME / CANOEING ON THE TANA RIVER (FEC 2966)

JOHNSON'S PET MONKEYS (FEC 9986 & FEC 3067)

JUNGLES CALLING (FEC 2695 - R1; FEB 6185 - R2; FEB 7381 - R?; FEC 2692-2694 - reels 1,3,4)
KAMBA DANCERS & RABAI MEN REMOVING FRONT INCISORS (FEB 9959 & FEB 9960)

KAMBA DRUMMERS (FEC 3358)

KAMBA DRUMMERS AND PRIMITIVE ARROWHEAD MAKING (FEC 3357)

KAMBA TRIBAL DANCES (FEC 3190 & FEC 2865)

KENYA AFRICAN RIFLES (FEC 2909 & FEC 2910)

KENYA'S RIFT VALLEY AND MOUNT LONGONOT (FEC 2908)

KENYA'S WILDLIFE : ELEPHANTS, RHINOS, ZEBRAS, ORYX, BABOONS, ETC. (FEC 2505 & FEC 2749)

KIKUYU AND MASAI WARRIORS (FEC 3352)

KIKUYU TRIBE OF KENYA AND NDOROBO HUNTERS (FEC 2500)

LAKE PARADISE AND CROCODILES (FEC 3197 & FEC 3198)

LEOPARD AND LIONS ON PLAINS (FEC 2721)

LION PRIDE : SURROUNDING SIKORSKY PLANE (FEC 2905 & FEC 2906)

LIONS AND WILD DOGS HUNTING (FEC 1797)

LIONS OF SERENGETI AND MASAI MARA PLAINS (FEC 1805)

LIONS ON KILL, FLAMINGOS AT LAKE NAKURU (FEC 3044)

LIONS ON PLAINS IN KENYA AND TANGANYIKA (FEC 3232)

LIONS ON ZEBRA KILL (FEC 3314)

LUMBWA TRIBAL LIFE AND PYGMY LIFE (FEC 3193 & FEC 3194)

MARTIN & OSA DRIVING THEIR CAMERA TRUCK, ETC. (FEC 2902 & FEC 2903)

MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON FILM LABORATORY [FRAGMENT] (FEC 3239)

MARTIN JOHNSON'S MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT (FEC 3182)
MASAI AND LUMBWA WARRIORS (FEC 3199 & FEC 3200 & FEC 3351)
MASAI TRIBE: WARRIORS AND MANYATTAS (FEC 2777)
MASAI WARRIOR AND AERIAL SHOTS OF EAST AFRICA (FEC 2708)
MASAI WARRIORS AND WOMEN & LUMBWA TRIBE (FEC 2901)
MASAI WARRIORS AND WOMEN IN KILIMANJARO AREA (FEC 3170)
MERU & MASAI WARRIORS AND AFRICAN WOMEN GRINDING MAIZE (FEC 3172)
MERU TRIBAL DANCING (FEC 2501)
MOMBASA, KENYA; ARAB DHOWS; TURKANA AND KIKUYU TRIBES (FEC 2726)
MOVIE SOUNDMAN AND HIS TRUCK & PYGMY FOOTAGE (FEC 3103 & FEC 4209)
MURCHISON FALLS & ELEPHANTS CROSSING THE NILE (FEC 2774 & FEC 2776)
NARO MARU RIVER / OSA FISHING / TREETOPS HOTEL (FEC 2925)
NILE RIVER AND AERIAL FOOTAGE OF MT. KENYA (FEC 2784)
NOMADIC LIFE OF TURKANA TRIBE (FEC 3112 & FEC 3113 & FEC 4214)
NOMADS OF KENYA'S NORTHERN FRONTIER DISTRICT (FEC 4225)
OLD NAIROBI, KENYA STREET SCENES (FEC 3175)
ON TO BERLIN (VBE 5426)
OSA JOHNSON CONVERSING WITH TURKANA WARRIORS (FEC 4229)
OSA JOHNSON WITH PET BABY ELEPHANT IN NAIROBI (FEC 2991)
OSA JOHNSON WITH WORK ELEPHANTS (FEC 2791 & FEC 4238)
OSA SCENES (FEC 3051)
OSA WITH BABY GORILLA, ON SHIP IN SOUTH SEAS (FEC 3060)
OSA'S PETS AND OTHER ANIMALS (FEB 9990 & FEC 3062)
PORTERS ON THE MARCH AND SOUND MIKE ON THE PLAINS (FEC 0463)
PYGMY AND MERU / TIGANIA TRIBES (FEC 2497)
PYGMY DANCE SCENE (FEC 2746)
PYGMY DANCES (FEC 2750 & FEC 2751)
PYGMY DANCES AND INTERVIEWS (FEC 2744 & FEC 2745)
PYGMY DANCES AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (FEC 2727)
PYGMY LIFE (FEC 2492)
PYGMY LIFE & TURKANA TRIBE (FEC 3169)
PYGMY VILLAGE LIFE (FEC 2741 & FEC 2742)
PYGMY VILLAGE LIFE II (FEC 2788)
PYGMY VILLAGE LIFE III (FEC 3171)
PYGMY VILLAGE LIFE IV : STOCKPILING IVORY (FEC 3176)
PYGMY VILLAGE LIFE V (FEC 3181)
RENDILLE CAMEL CARAVAN ON THE MOVE (FEC 2701 & FEC 2702)
RENDILLE CAMEL NOMAD LIFE (FEC 2720)
RENDILLE NOMADS OF KENYA'S NORTHERN FRONTIER DISTRICT (FEC 2723)
RENDILLE TRIBAL LIFE (FEC 3106)
RENDILLE WOMEN AND HERDERS (FEC 4215)
RENDILLE WOMEN IN CONVERSATION (FEC 3116)
RHINO (FEC 3229)
RHINO FOOTAGE (FEC 2894)
ROAD BUILDING IN AFRICA (FEC 2988)
SAFARI CAMP LIFE AND AFRICAN COOKS (FEC 3360 & FEC 4203)
SAFARI CAR CROSSING AND INDIAN PROTEST RALLY IN NAIROBI, KENYA (FEC 2494)
SAFARI CAR FOOTAGE (FEC 3185)

SAFARI CARS (KENYA) / TABLETOP MOUNTAIN, CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA (FEC 2942 & FEC 2987)

SCENES OF LAKE PARADISE AND GEORGE EASTMAN (FEC 2739)

SERENGETI ECO-SYSTEM MIGRATIONS ON THE MARA PLAINS (FEC 2778)

SERENGETI PLAIN / ZEBRA MIGRATIONS (FEC 2938)

SETTING UP AND USING SOUND CAMERAS IN AFRICA (FEC 2512 & FEC 2696)

SIKORSKY AERIAL FOOTAGE OVER EGYPT AND EAST AFRICA (FEC 2496)

SIKORSKY AERIAL MOTION PICTURES OVER LAKE RUDOLF (FEC 4207)

SIKORSKY AMPHIBIOUS PLANES FLYING OVER EAST AFRICA (FEC 2491)

SIKORSKY FLYING FOOTAGE ; OSA AND CHARGING RHINO (FEC 2963)

SIKORSKY FLYING OVER EAST AFRICA AND KENYA'S NFD (FEC 2900)

SIKORSKY LANDING ON LAKE NAIVASHA & SCENES OF MT. KILIMANJARO (FEC 4206)

SIKORSKY PLANE / MT. KENYA AREA (FEC 2921 & FEC 2983)

SIKORSKY PLANES ON GROUND [AFRICA] (FEC 2989)

SIMBA, THE KING OF THE BEASTS (FEA 3617 - reel 1 only)

SOMALI TRIBE OF NORTHERN KENYA (FEC 2503 & FEC 2697)

SOMALI WOMEN AT THE WELL (FEC 2747)

SOUND CAMERA TRUCK & MEETING WITH NATIVES (FEC 2495)

SOUTH SEAS CANNIBALS VIEW MOTION PICTURES (FEC 3180)

SOUTH SEAS MOVIE (FEC 3230)

SOUTH SEAS, NO02 (FEC 7382)
TIGANIA DANCERS (FEC 2771)
TRAINING OF RIFLEMEN OF KING'S AFRICAN RIFLES (KENYA) (FEC 2986)
TREETOPS HOTEL IN THE ABERDALE MTS. & OSA FISHING (FEC 2698)
TRIBAL DANCES OF THE MERU AND KAMBA (FEC 2722)
TRIBAL DANCES II : KAMBA AND MERU (FEC 2499)
TRIBAL DANCES III : PYGMY AND KAMBE TRIBES (FEB 9961)
TRIBAL DANCES IV: KIKUYU, TURKANA, AND PYGMY TRIBES (FEC 4227)
TURKANA WARRIORS; ATTRACTING LIONS WITH ZEBRA CARCASS (FEC 2489)
TURKANA WOMEN AND CHILDREN AND NOMADS OF KENYA (FEC 2730 & FEC 2731)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN JOHNSON. 450H. OSA FISHING IN AFRICA (FEC 9528)
VARIOUS ANTELOPE BREEDS; RENDILLE TRIBE AND CAMELS (FEC 2504 & FEC 2703)
VIEWS OF AN AFRICAN MARKET AND SAFARI PORTERS (FEC 3110 & FEC 3359)
VIEWS OF SIKORSKY PLANES, AKAMBA DANCERS, AND MT. KENYA (FEC 3353 & FEC 3354 & FEC 3355 & FEC 3356)
WHITE STAR LINER IN MOMBSASA HARBOR (FEC 2895 & FEC 2896 & FEC 2897)
WILDEBEEST MIGRATIONS AND ORYX HERDS (FEB 9957 & FEB 9958)
WILLYS-KNIGHT SAFARI TRUCK / OSA JOHNSON AT HER NAIROBI HOME (FEC 2965)
WINGS OVER AFRICA (FEC 2940)
WONDERS OF THE CONGO (FEC 3104 & FEC 3105)
WORK ELEPHANTS OF THE BELGIAN CONGO : SERENGETI MIGRATIONS (FEC 3184)
WORK ELEPHANTS OF THE CONGO II (FEC 3174)
WORK ELEPHANTS OF THE EASTERN CONGO (FEC 2781)
WORKING ON SAFARI TRUCKS AND EAST AFRICAN LANDSCAPES (FEC 4210)
ZEBRA LIFE IN KENYA'S NORTHERN FRONTIER (FEC 3187-3188)

ZEBRAS AND ANTELOPES (FEC 3076 & FEC 3077)

ZEBRAS, HIPPOS, FLAMINGOES, AND GIRAFFES IN KENYA (FEC 2506 & FEC 2743)
Titles in the Sherman Grinberg Collection that have not been preserved, unless otherwise noted. No viewing copies are available at this time.

ADIS ABEBER (MAVIS 19478)

[AFRICAN/BORNEO MONKEYS. 214H] (MAVIS 184785)

THE BIG GAME HUNT (MAVIS 21188)

BORNEO DANCING (MAVIS 184942)

[BORNEO HOUSEBOAT AND RIVER TRIP. 244H] (MAVIS 184940)

BORNEO OUTTAKES; N. BORNEO RIVER SCENES/RIVER STEAMER/HOUSEBOAT. 234H] (MAVIS 184874)

[BORNEO OUTTAKES OF HOUSEBOAT ON KINABATANGAN RIVER. 210H] (MAVIS 183781)

[BORNEO PROBOSCIS MONKEY AND AFRICAN BABOONS. 208H] (MAVIS 184768)

[BORNEO RIVER STEAMER/JUNGLE SCENERY OF BORNEO. 249H] (MAVIS 184967)

[BORNEO SCENES OF ANIMAL COMPOUND/AFRICAN LIONS ON KILL. 213H] (MAVIS 184784)

[BORNEO VILLAGE ON STILTS/JOHNSON HOUSEBOAT/RIVER SCENES. 263H] (MAVIS 185006)

CONGO, NO12 (MAVIS 17423)

CONGO, NO19 (MAVIS 17427)

CONGO, NO20 (MAVIS 17428)

CONGO, NO26 (MAVIS 17433)

CONGO, NO27 (MAVIS 17434)

CONGO, NO28 (MAVIS 17436)

CONGORILLA (MAVIS 17298)

[“CONGORILLA” SCENES; MURCHISON FALLS AND MARTIN MEASURING PYGMIES.]
253H] (MAVIS 184984)
[CROCODILES AT MURCHISON FALLS & LIONS ON ZEBRA KILL. 209H] (MAVIS 184773)

[ELEPHANT SCENES FROM “SIMBA/MURCHISON FALLS, UGANDA. 233H] (MAVIS 184868)

EXPLORERS : JUNGLE POWER : JAWS OF DEATH (MAVIS 46727)

[FEELI MAN AND WOMAN SINGING, DANCING AND PLAYING STRING INSTRUMENTS. 245H] (MAVIS 184942)

[FEELI WOMAN DANCER IN BORNEO. 222H] (MAVIS 184812)

GIANT ELEPHANT (MAVIS 19481)

[HIPPO FAMILIES ON NILE RIVER. 232H] (MAVIS 184866)

[HIPPOS ON NILE RIVER (UGANDA). 230H] (MAVIS 184858)

I MARRIED ADVENTURE (MAVIS 7262)

[JOHNSON’S PET BABY GORILLA AT NAIROBI HOUSE. 270H] (MAVIS 185050)

[JOHNSON’S TAME LION “BLONDIE.” 226H] (MAVIS 184841)

[JOHNSON TENTED CAMP ON ATHI PLAINS, KENYA. 284H] (MAVIS 195081)

JUNGLE PANIC (MAVIS 17297)

[KINABATANGA RIVER SCENES AND RAFTSMEN IN BORNEO. 274H]

[KING’S AFRICAN RIFLES TRAINING/BABOON CHASE SEQUENCE FROM “BABOONA.” 221H] (MAVIS 198795)

LANDINGS & TAKEOFFS OF SIKORSKYS NEAR MT. KENYA (MAVIS 48417)

[LEOPARD AND WARTHOG FIGHTS. 248H] (MAVIS 184957)

[LIONS, MONKEYS, BORNEO, SIKORSKY FLYING OVER BOATS. 224H] (MAVIS 184819)

[MARTIN CLEANING MOTION PICTURE CAMERA. 224H] (MAVIS 184986)

MONKEY SAFARI OPENING (MAVIS 17294)
[MT. KENYA BAMBOO FOREST/BORNEO NATIVES CANOEING/RHINOS. 215H] (MAVIS 184786)

MOUNT KENYA SCENES (fine grain master only)

[MT. MIKENO (BELGIAN CONGO) PORTER SAFARI/JOHNSON PET GORILLA. 250H] (MAVIS 184973)

NAKED MAN VS. BEAST (MAVIS 45090)

[NEW YORK CITY STREET SCENES, 1934. 219H] (MAVIS 184791)

NILE RIVER [UGANDA] AND MURCHISON FALLS (MAVIS 48520)

NORTH TO THE WAVES (MAVIS 46723)

OPEN AIR MEETING (“BARAZE”) OF BRITISH AUTHORITIES WITH AFRICANS. 227H] (MAVIS 184848)

ORANGUTAN (MAVIS 22692)

[OSA AND AFRICAN MAN PLAYING INSTRUMENT AND SINGING. 309H] (MAVIS 185186)

OSA IN SIKORSKY PLANE (AFRICA), MARKET, OSA FISHING (BORNEO) (MAVIS 48525)

[OSA JOHNSON WITH PET MONKEY IN BORNEO. 280H] (MAVIS 185069)

[OSA JOHNSON’S EXOTIC PETS IN AFRICA. 239H] (MAVIS 184894)

[OSA WITH BABY CHEETAHS. 287H] (MAVIS 185090)

[OSA WITH BABY CHIMP AND FEEDING EXOTIC PETS. 318H] (MAVIS 185207)

PLAINS GAME AT WATERHOLE (safety fine grain master only)

[OUTTAKES FROM “BABOONA” FEATURE. 207H] (MAVIS 184787)

[OUTTAKES OF BABOONS FROM “BABOONA” FEATURE. 216H] (MAVIS 184787)

[OUTTAKES OF ORANGUTANS AND MONKEYS IN BORNEO. 243H] (MAVIS 184913)

[PET MONKEY SCENES FROM “CONGORILLA”. 315H] (MAVIS 185204)
PYGMIES OF THE BELGIAN CONGO. 252H (MAVIS 184978)
PYGMY AND GORILLA SCENES FROM "CONGORILLA" (MAVIS 48563)

PYGMY DANCE AND NATIVE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. 291H (MAVIS 185100)

PYGMY LIFE IN BELGIAN CONGO. 218H (MAVIS 184789)

RATTRAY’S ZEBRA TRAINING CAMP, ISIOLA, KENYA. 235H (MAVIS 184882)

REHEARSAL SOUNDTRACK FOR “CONGORILLA.” 266H (MAVIS 185045)

RHINO CHARGES (shelflist # could not be determined - LNQC in MAVIS)

SAFARI VEHICLES AT NAIROBI HOUSE / PET APES IN SAFARI CAMP (fine grain master only)

SERENGETI MIGRATIONS : WILDEBEEST AND ANTELOPE (MAVIS 47426)

SHAGGY (MAVIS 21189)

SIKORSKY AERIAL FOOTAGE: MT. KENYA/MERU AREA/MERU TRIBESMEN. 217H (MAVIS 184788)

SIKORSKY AFRICA FOOTAGE/LIONS IN EAST AFRICA. 225H (MAVIS 184838)

SIKORSKY’S IN FLIGHT OVER AFRICA/MERU WARRORS/MASAI/NARO MORU RIVER. 223H (MAVIS 184813)

SIKORSKY’S LANDING, TAKING OFF, AND IN FLIGHT. 312H (MAVIS185195)

SIMBA [OUTTAKES] (MAVIS 184757)

SNAKESKIN OPENING FOR "EXPLORERS" (MAVIS 46722)

SOLOMON ISLANDS (fine grain master only)

SOUTH SEAS, NO01 (fine grain master only)

STUDIES OF CROCODILES ALONG NILE RIVER (UGANDA). 241H (MAVIS 184901)

TAME LION AND LEOPARD. 247H (MAVIS 184949)

TAME LION “BLONDIE” SET-UP SHOTS. 281H (MAVIS 185072)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON : CONGO (MAVIS 23591)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON : CONGO NO99 (MAVIS 23601)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON : CONGO NO148 (MAVIS 23589)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON : CONGO NO185 (MAVIS 23590)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON : EXPLORES WEIRD TRIBES (MAVIS 23582)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON : MISCELLANEOUS SHORTS 1920 (MAVIS 17953)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO04 (MAVIS 23074)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO09 : EXPLORER (MAVIS 21190)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO11-13 (MAVIS 8071)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO19-20 (MAVIS 19557)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO24 (MAVIS 23072)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO25 (MAVIS 23073)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO29 (MAVIS 23587)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO36 : CONGO (MAVIS 23574)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO44 (MAVIS 19534)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO54 : CONGO (MAVIS 19500)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO75 : CONGO (MAVIS 19501)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO80 (MAVIS 23071)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO146 : CONGO (MAVIS 21184)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO166 : CONGO (MAVIS 19502)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO180 : CONGO (MAVIS 23080)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO182 : CONGO (MAVIS 19503)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO183: CONGO (MAVIS 19505)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO190: CONGO: BORNEO (MAVIS 46721)

UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO192: CONGO (MAVIS 19506)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO195: CONGO (MAVIS 19507)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO201: CONGO (MAVIS 19508)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO226: CONGO (MAVIS 19509)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO237: CONGO (MAVIS 23090)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO267: CONGO (MAVIS 19520)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO591: CONGO (MAVIS 19526)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO630: AFRICAN RHINOS (MAVIS 46712)

UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO632 (MAVIS 23076)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO632: CONGO (MAVIS 23093)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO1024 (MAVIS 23077)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO1025 (MAVIS 23078)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO1026 (MAVIS 23079)
23585 UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO1075-1078 (MAVIS 23585)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO1096 (MAVIS 19547)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NO1102-1103 (MAVIS 19556)
UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN AND OSA JOHNSON NOJN07 (MAVIS 19562)

[UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN JOHNSON 351H. BIG GAME HUNT; BORNEO FOOTAGE] (MAVIS 176314)

[UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN JOHNSON 431H. BIG GAME HUNT NARRATION.] (MAVIS 175909)
[UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN JOHNSON 449H. BIG GAME HUNT] (MAVIS 175986)
[UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN JOHNSON 451H. BIG GAME HUNT NARRATION] (MAVIS 175891)

[UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN JOHNSON 495H. BIG GAME HUNT] (MAVIS 176426)

[UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN JOHNSON 681H. THE BIG GAME HUNT OSA WITH . . .] (MAVIS 175990)

[UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN JOHNSON 718H. BIG GAME HUNT] (MAVIS 176014)

[UNIDENTIFIED MARTIN JOHNSON 726H. THE BIG GAME HUNT] (MAVIS 175389)

VAN ANDERSON (MAVIS 19483)

**Titles that have not been preserved, added to MAVIS database in June 2004.**

[Adult orangutan in enclosure; orangutan in net. 691H].

[Advertising ox cart for "Congorilla"; boa constrictor. 563H][Aerial footage of Borneo jungles. 582H].

[Aerial footage of Kinabatangan River delta; Sikorsky on water. 609H][Aerial footage of Mt. Kenya; lion in bush. 657H].

[Aerial photography of Sikorsky plane over Borneo; river scenes. 324H]

[Aerial photography over Egypt's Luxor Temple, Nile, Mt. Kenya. 272H]

[African aardvark and porcupine. 625H].

[African cape buffalo and porcupine. 693H].

[African cheetah; orangutan, Borneo. 369H]

[African children / Chimpanzee. 473H]

[African children in mission church service; Pygmies playing horns. 626H].

[African children / Johnsons hired workers (Nairobi). 514H]

[African huts / Gorilla in tree. 782H]

[African marabou storks and cobra. 333H]
[African market day. 335H]

[African market; unloading of supplies from Nile steamer. 436H]

[African mongoose and rock hyraxes. 344H]

[African monkeys. 211H]

[African porcupines, Grant's gazelle, impala. 412H]

[African safari staff preparing dinner / Osa shoots a rhino. 719H]

[African safari worker cooking; Africans with old safari car. 624H].

[African women. 326H]

[Animal enclosure at Johnson compound. 616H].

[Animal enclosure at Johnson compound, Borneo. 667H].

[Animal sounds (Africa). 750H]

[Antelope in Kenya. 439H]

[Antelopes. 504H]

[Antelopes in Africa. 269H]

[Baboon river "chase" / leopard warthog "fight". 524H]

[Baboon sounds from "Explorers" TV program. 651H].

[Baboon troops in Africa. 477H]

[Baboons and vervet monkeys. 202H]

[Baboons fleeing across river. 565H].

[Baboons in Johnson's Nairobi Home. 277H]

[Baboons, sykes monkeys, cheetah. 682H].

[Baboon troops in Kenya; chase scene from "Baboona." 666H].
[Baby orangutan and baby gibbons ape. 319H]
[Bamboo cutting in Borneo forest; orangutan capture; houseboat. 577H]

[Blondie the tame lion. 419H]

[Boats on Kinabatangan River. 603H]
[Borneo. 670H].

[Borneo basket weaving; Macaque monkeys, bears. 605H]

[Borneo boatmen; village on stilts; Borneo coast. 560H].
[Borneo boats. 683H]

[Borneo boats / Chinese junks (Color). 735H]

[Borneo children/aerial view of borneo village and Kinabatangan River. 370H]
[Borneo coastal vegetation and sailboat. 293H]
[Borneo cobra. 390H]

[Borneo fishing boats on rough seas; Borneo launch. 685H]

[Borneo footage for Osa's "Big Game Hunt." 351H]
[Borneo: Johnson houseboat/native dancing. 271H]
[Borneo jungle river scenes; canoeing down the Kinabatangan. 276H]

[Borneo jungle scenery. 587H].
[Borneo jungle scenery. 596H]
[Borneo jungle scenery. 598H]

[Borneo jungle scenery; Borneo sun bears. 595H]

[Borneo jungle scenes; Borneo monkeys. 578H]
[Borneo jungle scenery / Fish Traps. 747H]

[Borneo jungle scenery/Sikorsky flying over Kinabatangan R., Borneo.
Borneo market and oriental street scenes. 295H
Borneo market; Sandakan street scenes. 632H

Borneo monkeys. 386H
Borneo monkeys. 389H
Borneo monkeys; Feeli women. 580H
Borneo monkeys; orangutan. 546H.
Borneo monkeys and cranes. 483H
Borneo native dancers. 299H
Borneo orangutan. 317H
Borneo orangutan. 365H
Borneo orangutan; African waterhole; elephant. 695H
Borneo orangutans, proboscis monkey. 355H
Borneo outtakes of Johnson houseboat and Sikorsky plane. 332H
Borneo outtakes of native life. 268H
Borneo parrots/leopard-warthog "fight" scene, Africa. 353H
Borneo people canoeing on Kinabatangan; river scenery. 579H
Borneo river photography. 301H
Borneo river scenes. 262H
Borneo river scenes/men cutting bamboo. 388H
Borneo River scenes / Osa Johnson and cobra. 519H
Borneo sailboats off coast. 391H
Borneo schooners; Borneo children. 591H
Borneo street scenes, river life/Martin with Borneo children. 368H
[Borneo sun bears; young orangutan. 562H]
[Borneo village life. 256H]

[Borneo village scenes; Feeli woman in village. 623H]

[Borneo river scenes. 620H]

[Borneo Women (Profiles of faces). 742H]

[Brown gibbons ape; baby orangutan in enclosure. 581H].

[Canoeing on Kinabatangan River (Borneo). 723H]

[Canoes on Kinabatangan river; collecting bamboo. 308H]

[Cape buffalo/reticulate giraffe/Grevy & Burchell's zebras. 339H]

[Capture of orangutan, Borneo. 392H]

[Cheetah cubs in Africa. 476H]

[Chicken sacrifice; Borneo women. 706H].

[Chinese junk; Sikorsky flying over junks. 597H].

[Chinese junks, Borneo. 702H].

[Chinese Junks (Borneo). 731H]

[Chinese junks of Borneo. 621H]

[Chinese Junks / Stilt Houses / Sikorsky on River (Borneo)

[Chinese people of Borneo; Borneo man playing xylophone. 619H].

[Colobus monkeys playing on safari tent; chimp in camp. 690H].

[Crocodile and hippo footage from "Congorilla." 331H]

[Crocodiles in Sudd Swamp area. 330H]

[Crocodiles of the Nile River. 463H]

[Crocodiles of the Nile River and Lake Victoria. 307H]
[Crowd at crap tables in Las Vegas. 535H]
[Cuts from "Baboona" feature. 461H]

[Elephant bull in bush; flamingos; Masai-Mara wildebeest migrations. 687H].

[Elephant migration in Lorian Swamp (Kenya) / Borneo sun bears. 741H]

[Elephants on Marsabit hillside; Borneo river scenes. 714H].

[Feeli and Murut peoples of Borneo. 372H]

[Feeli dance; Kinbatangan river scenes. 553H].

[Feeli dancing, Borneo. 662H].

[Feeli traditional dance. 367H]

[Feeli woman (Borneo) dancing in village. 458H]

[Feeli woman dancing. 606H].

[Feeli woman dancing in Borneo. 394H]

[Feeli woman in village. 569H].

[Feeli woman paddling canoe/orangutan in hut. 357H]

[Flamingos; Pygmies; hippos. 570H].

[Flamingos taking flight over Lake Nakuru, Kenya. 325H]

[Flying over Kenya's Tana River/ flying over Kenya's NFD. 255H]

[Giant elephant on bank of Nile River. 327H]

[Gibbons ape, Borneo. 700H].

[Gibbons Ape in Borneo. 455H]

[Gibbons Ape in Borneo. 507H]

[Gibbons ape of Borneo. 589H]

[Gibbons apes, Borneo. 709H].
[Gibbons apes in trees. 566H].
[Gray gibbon. 684H].

[Hippos in Nile River; Elephants along Nile. 703H].

[Hippos in Nile River / Masai Women. 783H]

[Hippos on Nile. 283H]

[Hollywood set-up shots of tame lion "Blondie." 552H].

[Hyenas/East African bush country/Burchell's zebra. 350H]

[Introductory segments from "Explorers" T.V. series. 768H]

[Ivan Sanderson outtake segments of "Explorer" T.V. series. 769H]

[Ivan Sanderson outtakes rehearsing for "Explorers" introductions. 773H]

[Ivan sanderson outtakes rehearsing for "explorers" introductions. 776H]

[Ivan Sanderson set-up shots for TV series "Explorers." 631H].

[Johnson Houseboat (Borneo) / Canoeing on Kinabatangan river. 490H]

[Johnson houseboat; Chinese junk on river. 599H].

[Johnson houseboat; Feeli huts. 547H].

[Johnson houseboat; Feeli rafters; Osa and crocodile. 554H]

[Johnson pet orangutan, pet chimpanzee, young gorilla. 491H]

[Johnson safari cars/East African coastline/migrations. 373H]

[Johnsons' African workers speak. 417H]

[Johnsons' Nairobi house. 445H]

[Johnsons' pet baby gorilla. 427H]

[Johnsons' pet gorilla and chimpanzee. 399H]

[Johnsons' pet monkeys in Africa. 345H]
[Johnsons' pets at Nairobi, Kenya house / Cheetahs. 533H]
[Johnsons' visiting lumbwa village/porter safari climbing Mt. Mikeno. 393H]

[Jungle and African bush scenery, Borneo. 661H].

[Jungle dentist and Murut with toothache. 261H]

[Kenya waterhole. 340H]

[Kikuyu tribal dress/Kikuyu elder/Kenya highlands. 361H]

[Kikuyu tribe man and woman, Kenya. 381H]

[Kikuyu tribe men and women, Borneo. 679H].

[Kikuyu workers singing and talking. 358H]

[Kilimanjaro aerial photography/rhino filmed from the air. 286]

[Kill to Live from "Osa's Big Game Hunt." 440H]

[Kinabatangan River; natives harvesting tree oysters from mangroves. 653H].

[Kinabatangan River scenery. 615H].

[Kinabatangan River scenery and house on stilts. 366H]

[Kinbatangan canoe trip and pet chimp at Nairobi house. 322H]

[King's African Rifles, Nairobi Kenya. 454H]

[Lake Paradise elephants at forest pool. 409H]

[Large group of Pygmy hunters running through Ituri Forest. 508H]

[Life aboard a Chinese junk; Osa fishing from houseboat. 634H].

[Lion footage from reel 7 of "Simba." 642].

[Lion/hippo charge/scene from "I Married Adventure." 292H]

[Lion on zebra kill; Osa with pet gibbons. 548H]

[Lion pride feasting on Zebra kill / live Gorilla capture. 503H]
[Lion pride feeding on zebra carcass. 228H]
[Lion pride on kill. 527H]

[Lions; Borneo boats. 644H].

[Lions feasting on zebra carcass. 668H].

[Lions/Kenya's northern frontier landscape. 749H]

[Lions of the plains; lions on zebra kill; wild dogs. 434H]

[Lions on kill; elephants; waterfalls on Kenya highlands. 405H]

[Lions on the plains. 710H].

[Lions surround Sikorsky plane. 311H]

[Live sound of baboons and drums. 347H]

[Living room segment from "Across the world." 433H]

[Lost baby elephant / Close-up of crocodile. 474H]

[Lumbwa (Kipsigis) tribal lion hunt. 641H].

[Lumbwa warriors(Kipsigi tribe) lion hunt. 384H]

[Male lion on plains. 435H]

[Map of Solomon Islands, South Pacific. 236H]

[Martin and Osa crossing African river/colobus monkeys. 422H]

[Martin and Osa filming in Borneo; live orangutan capture. 658H].

[Martin and Osa in colonial outpost. 336H]

[Martin and Osa with cheetah cub. 349H]

[Martin and Osa with Pygmies; Osa treating injured monkey. 701H].

[Martin Johnson filming with Eyemo camera from Sikorsky cockpit. 397H]

[Martin Johnson setting up shots for baboon sequence. 341H]
[Martin setting up camera in Borneo. 352H]
[Martin speaking with Pygmies / Pygmies surrounding Osa's car. 466H]
[Martin's eyeball joke/filming on the Nile River. 300H]
[Masai-Mara wildebeest migrations/Pygmies/Teddy the chimp. 779H]
[Mass of flamingos at Lake Nakuru, Kenya. 260H]
[Meru chieftain's son, Songa. 363H]
[Meru native dancers in Kenya. 282H]
[Meru tribal music and dances. 329H]
[Meru tribe and women carrying wood. 362H]
[Meru women walking with firewood; Trusan, Borneo. 711H]
[Monkey on limb, Borneo. 613H]
[Monkeys in Africa. 688H].
[Monkeys in Borneo; young orangutan. 717H].
[Monkeys on tree limb. 601H].
[Mt. Kenya aerial footage; Sikorskys in the air. 699H].
[Murut Hunters / Borneo People. 729H]
[Murut hunters, Borneo; elephant along banks of Nile. 669H].
[Murut hunters with gun and spears. 656H].
[Murut man; Borneo native woman on water buffalo. 338H]
[Murut man; Osa with Pygmies of Belgian Congo. 645H].
[Muruts of Borneo. 584H]
[Murut tribe; Kinabatangan River. 576H]
[Murut warrior kills boa constrictor with blow gun dart. 590H].
[Music and effects outtakes from "Borneo." 426H]
[Music soundtrack from "Congorilla" feature. 220H]

[Music soundtrack only from "Congorilla." 556H]

[Naro Moru fishing scenes, Kenya. 314H]

[Ndeze tribe; African market place. 400H]

[Net-trapping of baboons. 401H]

[New Hebrides Islands; Kenya's northern frontier. 803H].

[New Hebrides Islands, South Pacific. 798H].

[Night bush sounds of Africa. 251H]

[Nile hippos and hippo charging. 354H]

[Nile steamer. 403H]

[Nomads and camel caravan of Kenya's Northern Frontier District. 310H]

[Opening segment from "Osa Johnson's Big Game Hunt". 480H]

[Orangutan capture scene from "Borneo" feature. 573H].

[Orangutan in tree, Borneo. 592H]

["Orangutan segment from "Big Game Hunt. 725H]

[Orangutans on passenger ship; brown gibbons; Sikorsky over Borneo. 639H]

[Orchestra soundtrack from "Congorilla". 488H]

[Osa and baby elephant; setting up nets for baboon capture. 418H]

[Osa and pets on safari/Osa talking to African worker. 359H]

[Osa and workers pushing canoes through high water. 264H]

[Osa fishing/African lion on plains and ostriches. 421H]

[Osa fishing at Naro Moru River. 377H]
[Osa Fishing in Borneo / Muruts swimming. 733H]

[Osa Johnson in her Manhattan apartment / Osa in safari tent. 761H]

[Osa Johnson in her Manhattan apartment; Sikorsky in Africa; Tana camp. 640H].

[Osa Johnson playing with "Pantaloons", pet baby elephant. 755H]

[Osa Johnson talking with African workers. 406H]

[Osa Johnson with pet baby elephant named "Pantaloons". 512H]

[Osa Johnson with young Borneo girl. 655H].

[Osa on houseboat; Murut hunters; aerial of Borneo jungle. 663H].

[Osa washing pet colobus monkey at campsite / Osa with pygmies. 534H]

[Osa with baby Cheetahs / Serengeti migrations. 763H]

[Osa with Nile perch and on deck of river steamer. 378H]

[Osa with three cheetah cubs. 686H].

[Outtakes from "Baboona." 375H]

[Outtakes from "Baboona." 424H]

["Outtakes" from feature "Baboona". 481H]

[Outtakes of Borneo monkeys. 334H]

[Outtakes of Johnson houseboat in Borneo. 402H]

[Parrots, Borneo (Color). 748H]

[Partial musical track for "Congorilla." 267H]

[Part of "Congorilla" soundtrack. 343H]

[Part 7 of "Simba" Feature. 459H]

[Part 7 from "Simba" feature. 468H]

[Parts of spanish version of "I Married Adventure". 497H]
[Pet cheetah cubs, Africa. 398H]

[Pet gibbons ape; Osa with gibbons ape. 665H].

[Pet Monkeys. 517H]

[Pilot Vern Carstens with planes. 698H].

[Pioneering sound footage of Wakamba dancers, Pygmies. 557H]

[Plane crashed into East African bush / Pilot Vern Carstens. 444H]

[Plains game at waterhole in East Africa. 279H]

[Proboscis monkey in Borneo. 689H].

[Proboscis Monkeys (Borneo). 728H]

[Proboscis monkeys of Borneo. 614H]

[Pygmies and musical instruments/south sea islanders with fishing nets. 539H]

[Pygmies in Ituri Forest/Martin Johnson measuring Pygmies. 407H]

[Pygmies of the Belgian Congo; boat and shoreline, Borneo. 692H].

[Pygmies of Belgian Congo / Meru women. 753H]

[Pygmies of Belgian Congo / Osa playing with Teddy the Chimp. 745H]

[Pygmies playing drums and dancing. 652H].

[Pygmies playing musical instruments ("Live sound"). 506H]

[Pygmies skinning okapi; Osa with Borneo men netting an animal. 680H].

[Pygmies talking and chanting. 348H]

[Pygmy dance. 465H]

[Pygmy dance; Osa with pygmies (Ituri Forest). 549H]

[Pygmy footage from "Congorilla" feature. 460H]
[Pygmy segment from "Congorilla" feature. 676H].
[Pygmy village and hunters; Pygmies playing musical instruments. 672H].

[Pygmy village life. 290H]

[Pygmy village scenes, playing drums, huge pile of bananas. 529H]

[Reel 1 of "Borneo" feature. 737H]

[Reel 1 of "Congorilla" feature. 502H]

[Rendille women/nomads with camels/Kenya's N.F.D. 364H]

[Reticulated giraffes--northern Kenya. 532H]

[Rippon Falls, Uganda. 387H]

[River market on Kinabatangan River. 404H]

[Safari trucks on the move in Africa. 762H]

[Sailing boats on ocean; Johnson houseboat; Chinese junks. 704H].

[Samburu woman/Pygmy man/Pygmy drummers dancers. 501H]

[Scenes from "Congorilla." 395H]

[Scenes from feature "Baboona." 192H]

[Scenes from "I Married Adventure." 302H]

[Scenes from "I Married Adventure." 303H]

[Scenes from "I Married Adventure." 304H]

[Scenes from "I Married Adventure" feature (Columbia Pictures). 746H]

[Scenes of impala, gerenuk antelope from "Simba" feature. 305H]

[Segment from feature "Across the World with Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson". 722H]

[Segments from "Baboona." 396H]

[segments from "Borneo" feature. 712H].
[Serengeti/Masai Mara vultures. 212H]
[Setting baboon traps; Murut hunters; Osa and cheetah cubs. 637H].

[Setting baboon traps/nets--pygmies surrounding the Sikorsky plane. 531H]

[Set-up shots for comedy character named "Muruti". 537H]

[Set-up shots of Blondie, the tame lion. 346H]

[Set-up shots of Ivan Sanderson introducing "Explorers" TV show. 612H].

[Set-up shots of orangutan, Borneo. 337H]

[Set-up shots with Blondie the tame lion. 674H].

[Shooting at Crocodiles on the Nile River. 469H]

[Sikorsky aerial footage; Johnson houseboat. 654H].

[Sikorsky aerial footage of Egypt's Luxor Temple; refueling Sikorsky. 574H].

[Sikorsky aerial footage of Kinabatangan River and delta landing. 660H].

[Sikorsky aerial of Kinabatangan River, Borneo. 694H].

[Sikorsky African aerial footage / African tribesmen profiles. 525H]

[Sikorsky Borneo flying footage / canoeing the Kinabatangan River. 515H]

[Sikorsky Borneo footage / Sikorsky taking off from Kinabatangan River. 472H]

[Sikorsky flying over North Borneo jungle / Bull Cape Buffalo, Kenya. 509H]

[Sikorsky flying safari over East Africa; Belgian Congo. 360H]

[Sikorsky flying safari, plane crash/Osa cooking on safari. 430H]

[Sikorsky flying safari, plane crash/Osa cooking on safari. 430H]

[Sikorsky plane footage; aerial footage of Borneo. 593H].

[Sikorsky taking off from Kinabatangan River / Johnsons filming. 744H]

[Snakes of Borneo. 342H]
[Solomon Islands. 797H].
[Sound segment from "Osa Johnson's Big Game Hunt." 413H]

[Sound segment from Osa's "Big Game Hunt." 443H]
[Sound segment from Osa's "Big Game Hunt." 443H]

[Soundtrack from Ivan Sanderson's "Explorer" TV series. 288H]
[Soundtrack of Pantaloons the Elephant / also bush piano sounds. 513H]
[Soundtrack segment from "Congorilla" feature. 740H]
[Soundtrack segments from "Congorilla" feature. 231H]
[Soundtrack segment from "Explorers" T.V. show. 736H]

[South Pacific schooner/freighter in river. 237H]
[South Sea huts; aerial photography of Borneo. 715H].
[South Sea Islander and Borneo net fishermen. 602H].
[South Sea Island scenery; Pygmies (Congo); Ostrich in NFD. 851H]
[South sea island ocean scenery. 522H]

[South sea islanders. 520H]
[South sea islanders / Borneo river scenes / Big Nambas. 734H]
[South Sea Islands; sea turtle and coastline. 410H]
[South Seas native woman with baby; Nile hippos. 429H]
[South Seas rock island/Sikorsky flying over Borneo jungle. 420H]
[South Seas scenery; Borneo jungle scenery. 583H]

[Spanish version of "I Married Adventure"/ south seas segments. 536H]
[Staged warthog and leopard "fight." 265H]

[Stilt houses of Borneo; rain on river; jungle dock on Kibabatangan River. 608H].
[Stilt houses; sailboats; Sikorsky on water. 647H].
[Studio set-up shots of Ivan Sanderson, host of "Explorers." 635H].

[Studio set-up shots of Ivan Sanderson, host of "Explorers." 638H].

[Sun bear and cub; baby orangutan in jungle vines. 671H].

[T.V. studio shots of Ivan Sanderson. 511H]

[Tame baboon. 259H]

[Tame lion and leopard at Johnsons' Nairobi home. 229H]

[Tame lions. 258H]

[Tame monkeys, Borneo. 376H]

[Tigania dancers (Kenya); Feeli dancer (Borneo). 542H].

["Trims" from Ivan Sanderson "Explorers" series. 756H]

["Trims" from Ivan Sanderson's "Explorers" T.V. series. 760H]

[Turtle in Africa. 721H]

[Uganda hippos and crocodiles/Osa and Africans in dugout canoe, Tana River. 238H]

[Varied Africa / Borneo scenes segment from "Big Game Hunt". 516H]

[Vervet monkeys, Africa. 713H].

[Village on stilts; Borneo jungle. 708H].

[Vultures; lions in bush. 705H].

[Wakamba dancers, Kenya. 586H]

[Wakamba dancers (Kenya) "Live" sound. 499H]

[Wakamba dancers "live" sound / Pygmies playing instruments. 521H]

[Wakamba dancers ("live sound) / safari porters. 523H]

[Wakamba dancers; vultures; South Sea island. 545H]
[Wakamba dancers / Wakamba singing. 530H]
[Wakamba drummers, Kenya. 379H]

[Wakamba drummers, Kenya. 380H]
[Wakamba drummers, Kenya. 428H]
[Wakamba drummers / Motherelephant and babies. 764H]
[Wildebeest migrations; baby elephant; cheetah cubs. 356H]
[Wildebeest migrations in Masai-Mara (Kenya). 781H]
[Wildebeest migrations; Masai landscape. 544H].
[Wildebeest migrations; Pygmy men dancing and playing drums. 799H].
[Wildebeest migrations; Serengeti ecosystem, 1927. 328H]
[Young deer in Borneo jungle. 617H].
[Young Gorilla in tree. 518H]
[Young gorilla in tree; colobus monkeys in trees, Africa. 664H].
[Young orangutan in Borneo. 720H]
[Young orangutan in tree, Borneo. 588H]
[Young orangutan on log. 673H].
[Young orangutans in Borneo. 559H]
[Young orangutans playing. 659H].
[Young orangutans sitting in tree. 489H]
[Young pet gorillas playing. 543H]
[Zebras of East Africa. 306H]
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